
Cross Training Session 
Technical Skill and Fitness  

Combo Session 

Technical and Fitness 

Set out 8 markers (cones, shoes, rocks, shirts, etc) you are going to mix dribbling and touch work with fitness.  The goal 
is to remain focused on the technical skills as you get more fatigued.


Ideally set a timer to go off every 30 seconds do the following in order:


Warm-up - Dribble easily through cones weaving in and out to warm-up - 3-5 minutes


Do each line for 30 seconds, no rest between activities


1. Ball taps - run to cone #1

2. Perform squat jumps - return to center

3. Shuffle the ball back and forth between inside right and inside left - run to cone #2

4. Perform push-ups - return to center

5. Pick two cones that are across from each other and dribble back and forth around the cones practicing two turns:

      Chop turn to the inside with inside of foot and sweep outside turn with outside of foot - run to cone #3

6.   Perform lunge jumps - return to center

7.   Pick two cones that are across from each other and dribble back and forth around the cones practicing two turns:

      Cruyff Turn  and V pull back to a heal cut turn- run to cone #4

8.   Hand clap push-ups - return to center

9.   Weave in and out of the cones in a circle only using your right foot - run to cone 5

10.  Tuck jumps - return to center

11.  Weave in and out of the cones in a circle only using your left foot - run to cone 6

12.  Low plank to high plank - return to center

13.  Starting in the center dribble around each cone always returning to the center after you found a cone - 

       Run to cone 7 with the ball

14.  Side to side ball hops - return to center with the ball

15.  Leaving the ball in the center sprint to each cone and back peddle back to center - run to cone 8 with the ball

16.  Push-ups on the ball - REST


All of that should take 8 minutes, rest 6-8 minutes between sets, attempt to get 3 sets completed.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9klCWR_nKk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCz9FZu-GCw
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